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Failed expectations, successful disruptions: experimenting pattern-cutting from a
student-centred learning perspective
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ABSTRACT
This article studies an experimental pattern-cutting workshop part of a series of extension courses
offered by a Brazilian University. It addresses ways in which to develop student-centred approaches
to learning, highlighting the situatedness of the practitioner. In the workshop, the participants were
invited to explore personal experiences as informants to their creative pattern-cutting process. The
design outcomes show that experimental exercises are open to new successful encounters but also
to failure, chance and disruptions. The activity is described and investigated from a participant
observation viewpoint in terms of what an experimental approach to learning pattern-cutting
may offer fashion design education. The results contribute to understand the roles of
expectations in pattern-cutting activities, and challenges the teacher-orientation paradigm in
fashion. Through these findings, the study adds to previous academic endeavours in creative
pattern-cutting and fashion design education. The article concludes with a discussion on future
directions for both education and practice.
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Introduction

In the context of fashion design education, ‘pattern-cut-
ting’1 implies the ways in which fabric is cut to be
assembled as a garment. This particular stage is widely
discussed in academic environments (e.g. Almond,
2010; Lindqvist, 2015; Rissanen, 2013) as it involves a
number of aspects of fashion design, such as sustainabil-
ity, wearability and sizing. One of the most widely used
methods for introducing pattern-cutting to fashion
design students is flat patterns, using scales or the direct
measure system (Almond, 2010; Bye, Labat, & Delong,
2006). This broadly propagated method creates flat
shapes on paper that are altered and adapted to fit the
human body when transferred from paper to cloth and
sewn together. For those outside – and often also within
– the field of fashion, visualising the garment in its three-
dimensionality in this method is difficult. Other methods
offer different approaches to pattern-cutting, such as
draping and tailoring. The draping method uses the
body as a support for design, whereas in tailoring, the
pattern’s lines are drawn in chalk directly onto the
cloth (Almond, 2010; Almond & Power, 2018). Methods
can be combined, increasing the complexity of the pro-
cess and often yielding fruitful results (Almond, 2010).
From the previous experience of the two authors of

this paper as pattern-cutting practitioners for over ten
years, learning the methods takes time and a great deal
of ‘learning by doing’ (Dewey, 1934), which involves
both failures and successes.

The work of a pattern maker thus involves managing
different ‘languages’ and approaches, through an often
laborious path, towards a final garment. Regardless of
the method chosen, an aspiring designer must undergo
multiple trials and errors in order to begin to understand
the best way to achieve the desired results. Traditionally,
fashion education introduces pattern-cutting to students
by starting from the flat pattern construction and follow-
ing strict rules, through a goal-oriented approach to teach-
ing and learning (Bye et al., 2006). In this way, the process
of developing a pattern becomes less relevant and the key
point is achieving a precise outcome that conforms to the
rules of the method, reflecting the traditional approaches
in fashion design education (McRobbie, 2003).

The research questions this study seeks to answer are:
how does a student-centred approach influence the
learning process in creative pattern-cutting; and what
can experimental pattern-cutting offer fashion design
education? The workshop discussed here introduced
alternative perspectives to fashion education by propos-
ing a student-centred approach (Biggs, 1999). In the
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workshop, the participants were invited to explore subjec-
tive aspects from their personal experiences as informants
for creating patterns in an experimental pattern-cutting
process that required no previous pattern-cutting skills.
This was an opportunity for each of them to develop
their own creative method and try a mode of designing
in which experimentation overtakes pre-conceived
rules, allowing a student-centred learning experience.

Learning through experimentation

The importance of learning in education is heavily dis-
cussed in pedagogical studies (Biggs & Tang, 2007; Fry,
Ketteridge, & Marshall, 2008). Educators are supposed
to teach, but students may not learn the contents taught
(Fry, Ketteridge and Marshall, 2009). Thus, a student-
centred approach that focuses on learning is stressed,
with an aim to facilitate learning outcomes. This
approach advocates ways that create a good learning
environment while aligning the teaching contents into
varying elements of the course, including teaching
methods, assessment methods, feedback methods for
teacher(s), and other curriculum levels from programme
to department (Biggs, 1999).

Within the context investigated in this study, two
main factors hamper the development of such an
approach to learning. The first concerns the tradition
of fashion design education that often promotes hier-
archical and teacher-centred approaches (McRobbie,
2003). The second refers more specifically to education
in Brazil. Concerned with increasing the intake of stu-
dents, many universities in the country approach edu-
cation from a standardised perspective, leaving less
room to cater to individual needs (Nosella, 2010). This
leads to programmes that treat pattern-cutting as a
rigid field of knowledge, avoiding experimentation, and
rejecting a student-centred approach.

Exposure to theory and methods are important in the
construction of knowledge, but this should not be
understood as the only path. In supporting a pragmatist
perspective (Dewey, 1934), Biggs and Tang (2007, pp.
16–33) note that to achieve students’ deep learning, tea-
chers need to consider a number of factors, namely the
intention to engage in the task meaningfully and appro-
priately, appropriate background knowledge, a well-
structured knowledge base, the ability to focus at a
high conceptual level, and a genuine preference for
working conceptually rather than with unrelated detail
(pp. 26–27). They account for the fact that each person
has the ability to articulate, synthesise, and act on the
basis of their own logic. Galvão (1999) in turn highlights
learning and creativity suppression in traditional edu-
cation and suggests active experimentation and self-

awareness to overcome this matter. Other aspects inhi-
bit learning throughout our lives, such as the constant
expectation of success, and divergent behaviours that
are seen as abnormal and drive the pursuit of confor-
mity (Galvão, 1999). The workshop discussed here
addresses the emergence of these issues by proposing
experimentalism as a tool to regain comfort in creative
learning.

Ideas can materialise and be expressed through a
broad range of possibilities, but as suggested by Galvão
(1999), some transformation is necessary for creative
potential to be developed, in terms of the behaviour of
students and teachers. Judgmental and hierarchical
behaviours that cause insecurity based on internalised
concepts, without individual questioning, should be
avoided because they harbour marginalisation and
shame of exposing one’s own ideas (Freire, 1987). The
overvaluation of memory, which encourages achieving
the ‘right answers’, can also impact on the detriment of
discovery, as well as create punishments for non-learning
and incorrect responses (Feyerabend, 1989). Further
exploration of methods is thus needed to encourage
action that brings forth experimentation and tests pre-
viously unexplored grounds, supporting the develop-
ment of the field of the practice and its industry. In
order to advance knowledge in professional practices, it
is also necessary that students feel at ease and encour-
aged to face novelty in technology and design processes
(Almond & Power, 2018). We next map out the literature
on pattern-cutting, ranging from industry to academia.

From industrial practice to academic
discussion

As a prominent field of research within the broad spec-
trum of fashion design practice, pattern-cutting has
received a consistent amount of professional and, more
recently, also academic contributions. Professional pub-
lications, which range from educational method books
(e.g. Aldrich, 2008; Silva, Teixeira, & Franco, [1934]
2017) to do-it-yourself magazines (e.g. Burda; La Maison
Victor), have been available for about a century and are
familiar to most households and independent craftistas.
In the last 35 years, academic discussions and contri-
butions have both consolidated pattern-cutting as a
field of knowledge and raised discussions on the ways
in which professionals make, understand and develop
pattern-cutting. Foundational works, especially combin-
ing technology and pattern-cutting (e.g. Efrat, 1982;
Lythe, 1981) have laid the grounds for the emergence
of more recent movements that investigate the discipline,
such as that of creative pattern-cutting, which is the
interest of this study. Other professional efforts, such
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as the work of Tomoko Nakamichi in her series of books
‘Pattern Magic’ (2010), have shifted the perceptions of
pattern-cutting from a strictly technical field to one of
creative expression.

Creative pattern-cutting can be defined as alternative
modes of making patterns for clothing that hold creative
expressions at their core (Almond, 2010). They can be
achieved by a combination of different methods or by
the creation of a novel/alternative method. Differing in
process and outcomes from mainstream pattern-cutting
methods, creative pattern-cutting envisions reaching
new approaches through experimentalism. We locate
experimental pattern-cutting under this umbrella of
methods. A series of designer-researchers in fashion
practice have actively contributed to the development
of pattern-cutting as acknowledged research (Almond
& Power, 2018; Lindqvist, 2015; Rissanen, 2013; Simões,
2012).

Timo Rissanen and Holly McQuillan propose the
‘zero waste’model for pattern-making (Mcquillan & Ris-
sanen, 2011; Rissanen, 2013), an approach that seeks to
eliminate textile waste in garment production. Through
his work, the model – previously practised by creatives
in the industry without specific nomenclature (e.g.
Teng, 2003) –, gained recognition and adoption through-
out the world (Townsend &Mills, 2013). Zero waste pat-
tern-cutting raises discussion on the often-ignored
amount of fabric waste produced during the manufactur-
ing of garments in the fashion industry.

Focusing on the fact that dressed humans move, Inês
Simões (2012, 2013) suggests the creation of block pat-
terns that better embody this moving essence, targeting
the representation of the body as a ‘mobile entity’
(Simões, 2013). Expanding on this, Lindqvist (2015) pro-
poses an alternative to the well-established method of
measuring the human body via the tailoring matrix (or
the measurement of the human body by parallel and ver-
tical lines). His investigation drew from the work of
fashion designer Geneviève Sevin-Doering, involving a
draping proposal centred on the moving body. From a
series of tests approaching the moving body, Lindqvist

(2015) created a new, kinetic matrix, in which movement
plays an important role.

The works mentioned above are only a small sample
of the growing field of academic research in pattern-cut-
ting (cf. Valle-Noronha, 2019, pp. 41–43). Along with
developing and theorising their pattern-cutting methods,
many of the researchers above have shared their investi-
gations and methods with students through courses and
workshops. Sharing these initiatives aimed to test the
methods and gain further understanding of their poten-
tial within education. Some examples are the works of
Lindqvist (2015) and Rissanen (2013), who covered
such explorations in their doctoral dissertations. The
workshop in this study adds to these previous efforts of
applying a more experimental take to pattern-cutting
as a field of practice and education.

Experiment: the workshop

As part of a series of extension courses offered at Univer-
sidade do Estado de Minas Gerais (UEMG) the work-
shop was offered by the first author to a broad
audience, not exclusively to those enrolled at the Univer-
sity. The institution posted a call for participants both
digitally and via posters on academic sites. The workshop
consisted of twelve contact teaching hours and about ten
individual working hours. The workload was divided
over three consecutive Saturdays between August and
September in 2017. The table below presents a general
overview of the contents of the workshop (Table 1).

A total of nine participants took part in the workshop
and agreed to participate in this study via a consent form.
The majority had between little and extensive previous
experience in pattern-cutting or clothing/fashion in a
more general sense. Most of the participants were bache-
lor’s students and their average age was 28. The fact that
many of the participants were students in different areas
of design is a reflection of the lack of openness to other
areas offered by mainstream pattern-cutting. The partici-
pants’ demographics are shown below, and names have

Table 1. Workshop outline.
19/08
08:00 - 12:00

26/08
08:00 - 12:00 27/08–01/09-

02/09
08:00 - 12:00

What is pattern-cutting? Individual
activity on expressing ‘mainstream
pattern-cutting’.
Introduction to creative pattern-
cutting via texts (Almond, 2010;
Lindqvist, 2015; Mcquillan & Rissanen,
2011; Valle-Noronha, 2016).
Presentation of works in experimental
pattern-cutting.

Presentation of examples of conceptual art
(e.g. Sol Lewitt, Robert Rauschenberg) and
discussion on how artefacts can be made
from ‘instructions’ - discussion.
Projecting processes in pattern-cutting -
sharing experiences and creating workflows
via individual and group activities.

Debugging process and
building pieces
(homework - to be
developed outside
University).

Presentation of works and final
discussion on the produced
outcomes
Commentaries from peers,
workshop leader and external
observer
Discussion on the differences
between mainstream pattern-
cutting and experimental
pattern-cutting.
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been anonymized, as they are not relevant to the study
(Table 2).

The workshop began by asking what is pattern-cutting
and invited the participants to visually demonstrate how
they understood or would make a pattern for cutting a
shirt, including all the internal and external factors that
could affect this. The aim of this activity was to acknowl-
edge the different processes of making clothes that
already existed as well as the potential of new emerging
processes, supported by examples from a series of
fashion designers. The participants filled in a form with
this information, which was kept for reassessment at the
end of the workshop. They complemented the examples
by demonstrating individual interpretations of pattern-
cutting (some examples below) and finished the section
by discussing ‘are all pattern-cutting processes creative?’
(Figure 1).

Next, a series of examples of creative pattern-cutting
was presented (Lindqvist, 2015; Rissanen, 2013; Valle-
Noronha, 2015, 2016) and discussed based on the litera-
ture (Almond, 2010). Through this, the students became
familiar with different approaches that question the
mainstream processes in pattern-cutting and fashion
design education. In the next stage, the students were
invited to learn about how artefacts can be generated
from concepts or even ‘instructables’ through the work
of conceptual artists, such as Sol LeWitt (Baume, Freed-
man, & Flatley, 2011), and experimental pattern-cutting
(Valle-Noronha, 2017).

Drawing from these examples, the participants were
encouraged to create ‘instructions’ that would focus on
generating patterns for producing garments and having
them tested through peer review activity. In this way,
the participants could exercise creativity and learning
about pattern-cutting through both individual and colla-
borative work. After this exercise, the students continued
developing their instructions and produced a final piece
based on the created method.

The last encounter aimed to showcase all the pro-
cesses and their outcomes together with a discussion
on the possibilities these methods may open up to the
designer. The participants shared their feelings and con-
clusions about working with pattern-cutting via this

alternative approach and compared them with previous
experiences, based on their first activity of visually
describing the patterns for cutting a shirt.

Study methodology: collecting and
interpreting data

This study worked with a mixed set of data, collected
longitudinally during the period of the workshop. The
dataset included diaries, notes, transcribed audio and
photographs, and was interpreted through open coding
and, at a second stage, through thematic coding (Flick,
2009, pp. 305–323). The themes applied to the second
round of interpretation emerged from the data them-
selves and were chosen in resonance with the central
interest of this study: to evaluate what an alternative
approach to experimental pattern-cutting may offer
fashion design education.

Findings

The findings of this study are presented in two layers.
The first exposes what the students learned through
the process, answering the first research question (how
a student-centred approach influences the learning pro-
cess). Second, and building from the learning outcomes,
the study further identified two effects that illustrate the
potential of employing experimental pattern-cutting in
fashion design education.

What students learned: designed processes and
disrupted results

The table below (Table 4) exemplifies how the students
developed as a result of their learning through some of
the methods they created. It represents a plural approach
to pattern-cutting, ranging from experiments related clo-
sely to usual pattern-cutting to deep experimental tenta-
tive attempts to create new shapes. Some of the projects
focused more on the performative side of the practice,
raising discussions on the roles of the body and clothes,
as also noted by Ræbild (2015). However, it was clear and

Table 2. Participants’ Demographics.
Participant Age Academic Title Field Motivation Previous Experience

P1 51 BA Linguistics / Law Interested in sewing since childhood no
P2 24 BA Design / Social Communication Improving knowledge of pattern-cutting yes
P3 23 BA Product Design Not applicable (N/A) yes
P4 25 BA in course Design Curious about pattern-cutting n/a
P5 37 BA Fashion Design Challenging oneself with new knowledge yes
P6 22 BA in course Product Design Exploring alternatives in pattern-cutting little
P7 28 BA / MA in Course Fashion Design Interest in teaching methods yes
P8 25 BA Fashion Design / Management Improving knowledge of pattern-cutting yes
P9 23 BA in course Product Design N/A little
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unanimous that they all reflected the personal interests of
each participant.

The final results in the images below (Figure 2) rep-
resent the plurality of personal interests and outcomes
executed by the participants. One participant was absent
in this last meeting, resulting in a total of eight displayed
processes.

Topics emerging from the results

The results included swimwear, accessories, genderless
garments, and surface design experimentations, making
it clear that the disruptive aspect of the proposal also
invited more open outcomes, which welcomed not
only finalised garments.

A few topics emerged from the two-stage data
interpretation and were classified as: valued personality,
lack of expectations and accepted disruptions. These are
described and exemplified with quotes from the data in
the following paragraphs.

Valued personality

The first point of interest was that the experimental
approach to pattern-cutting instigated very personal
interests, not often so clear in other approaches such as
metric pattern-cutting. Each of the students used very
personal topics as informants for their methods. Some
of these were: visual memories of a grandmother,

personal bus rides and a narrative of the objects used
during the morning (Table 3). This is seen as a very posi-
tive aspect, which promotes understanding and valuing
individuals’ personalities. One student mentioned that
this experience enabled reliving feelings similar to
those when he developed his first piece:

[I]n all my [previous] experience in making accessories,
the first bag I made I was very excited in the making pro-
cess, I liked the result of it until today, and for all the fol-
lowing ones, the result was only declining [in quality].
[…] And that’s exactly what this workshop has brought,
this excitement with pattern-cutting, this excitement of
bonding with what you’re doing. […] And it was quite
nice in that sense, because I chose elements that I
wanted to use, and I wanted to use them in the most
unusual way possible. So, this whole process was quite
challenging, and very enriching, in the sense of bringing
me that pleasure of the first bag I made, which was a bag
that I did experimentally.2 (Workshop day 3, from audio
transcript).

This statement also highlights how much the lack of
prior knowledge of a particular technique demands
more creativity for something to be created. It is com-
mon sense that the more knowledge one holds of a sub-
ject, the better the results will be. However, depending on
how and through which method this knowledge is
acquired, the results obtained over time may become
conditioned to have similarities even if produced by
different people and places. Perhaps a balance is needed
between knowing how to do and trying to do. Lima and

Figure 1. Participants’ representation of creating a pattern for cutting a shirt, some examples. Image: the authors.
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Italiano (2016) suggest that technical knowledge regard-
ing the steps and procedures of product construction is
also essential for the creation of clothes. They add that
experimentation with materials and techniques, combin-
ing them in unexpected ways, is of extreme importance
and may give the designer a unique style or personality.

Lack of expectations / accepted disruptions

The lack of expectations in the experimental method,
suggested and promoted by the instructor throughout

the workshop, led to pleasing encounters when a posi-
tive outcome or solution was achieved. It suggested
ways of addressing expectations in pattern-cutting
courses that lead to less frustration, enhancing students’
quality of engagement. The frequent lack of a clear
visual target or the absence of sketches/croquis, an
essential portion of mainstream processes in designing
clothes, supported the creation of pieces outside the
framings of fashion trends. In a similar way, while lack-
ing predefined visuals or shapes, these processes encour-
aged non preconceived understanding of body(ies),

Figure 2. Final results of the workshop presenting plurality in outcomes. Image credit: the authors.

Table 3. Description of dataset collected and used in the study.
Data Description Quantity

Conventional pattern-cutting Task A4 sheets of paper with participants’ personal and background information added to instructions to the task
of visually and textually reporting how they understood the activity of making the pattern for cutting a
shirt.

9 sheets

Audio- Recordings (transcribed) Recordings of all the sections. Only the discussions between participants/tutor were transcribed. The original
language of the recordings and the transcripts is Portuguese. The original language was kept so that the
information was as close to the original as possible. All the transcription used f5 software.

162m21s

Photographs - general workshop
images

Taken by the second author of this text, during the workshop. Participants consented to have their pictures
taken.

9

Instructions - photos from
participants notebooks

Taken by the second author of this text, with the permission of the participants 8

Final outcomes - photos Photos of the final objects/outcomes, taken by the first author of this text, with the permission of the
participants.

8

Field Notes Notes taken by the authors during the workshop. 6
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allowing voices from a variety of bodies other than that
of magazines or designers.

The participants were open overall to the disruptive
method and freeing themselves from current fashion
trends. Only one student mentioned the word ‘trend’
in regard to their work:

[…] that could adapt to any type of clothes and the
inspiration comes from the oversized trend, the piece
will be wide to give freedom of movement to the body.
(Workshop, Day 2, from audio transcript).

In a more general sense, previous knowledge, when avail-
able, was incorporated, but did not always lead to a suc-
cessful or satisfying outcome, which could generate
frustration on the one hand but learning on the other.
Concerning the instructions given and the format of
the workshop, showing already executed results in class
was essential for understanding and making the abstract
process a comprehensible and concrete visualisation of
the possible outcomes. Closely related to this, we per-
ceived that the participants also drew strongly from the
examples cited during the workshop. Two examples are
the frequent use of movements as a source of inspiration
(part of the workshop’s facilitator projects) and bus
routes (briefly suggested by the facilitator on the first
day of the workshop) (see Table 3). Thus, although
examples are needed and are essential to properly under-
stand the proposal, they must be carefully chosen to wel-
come different approaches rather than restricting them.

Difficulties in approaching traditional pattern-cutting
methods were also addressed by the participants. Two
students clearly expressed their difficulties and expec-
tations during their design studies:

I went through a quick introduction of one semester to
traditional pattern-cutting. And I think I walked away
just because I found the process hard. It scared me a lit-
tle […] I felt like I didn’t have the space to explore
beyond those rules, that the rules were a lot stronger
than the actual process of doing and exploring…
(Workshop day 1, audio transcript).

When I started studying fashion […] I realised that I did
everything wrong! ‘I have to do it the right way’– I
thought. But for me it was so difficult that I lost my

previous learning […]. I used to work a lot with
woven fabric and now I can’t anymore. I was really
blocked. (Workshop day 3, audio transcript).

The stated difficulties reinforce the need for a more
welcoming approach that avoids barriers, unlike tra-
ditional methods, and supports the proposal of exper-
imental approaches as a first introduction to the
pattern-cutting learning process.

Conclusion and discussion

From the discussions and the report of how the work-
shop developed in each participant’s learning process,
two concepts emerged: frustration and disruption.
While frustration acted as a negative drive behind the
creative process, disruption sometimes also played the
role of a positive as well as a negative input in the creative
flow and openness to new learning.

What we noted, in comparison to previous experiences
of teaching traditional block patterns, is that this exper-
imental approach allowed a more facile method, and that
previous experience in the field did not necessarily result
in a more satisfying outcome. We observed that previous
experiences could be applied or not to the new methods
created, reinforcing the idea that a background in pat-
tern-cutting was not necessary and did not affect pro-
ductivity during the workshop. Instead, previous lived
experiences in general became relevant in the construction
of knowledge, holding the students’ needs and abilities at
the core of the learning (cf. Biggs & Tang, 2007).

The challenging aspects found during the workshop
concerned understanding the proposal. One of the stu-
dents could not fully grasp the instructions and kept
their sketches as the starting point of the process. This
generated frustration when the expected outcome
could not be achieved. This issue could be solved by
emphasising that all outcomes are positive and clarifying
the lack of judgement, especially in outcomes involving
visual preferences. Another point of development per-
ceived was that one additional meeting between the
‘instructions’ creation and the production of the pieces
could increase the quality of the outcomes as well as

Table 4. Description of topic and method choice.
Participant Brief Description of background for method creation

P1 Shapes based on movements performed by teacher in class.
P2 Movements of protection inspire a bra collection to empower women
P3 National flags provide shapes for experimental pattern-cutting and create discussion on the notion of nationality
P4 Genderless garments inspired by a ‘general’ and not ‘dictated’ body shape
P5 Combination of two basic forms as clothing parts (triangle and line) to form swimwear
P6 Mandala’s meaningful parts used as shapes for designing accessories (bags)
P7 Memories of grandmother’s tasks, movements, actions inform design for clothing that supports her activities, from a feminist perspective
P8 Shadow of quotidian objects provide shapes for experimental pattern-cutting
P9 Bus trepidation support ‘drawing’ accidental forms for experimental pattern-cutting
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help participants understand the lessons learned from
their personal processes. This workshop thus helps us
identify moments when frustration poses an impediment
to the development of a creative process and to the cre-
ation of solutions to such problems. Moreover, the appli-
cability of the method holds potential to expand beyond
the field of fashion and reach out to other fields in design,
such as product, graphic and surface design.

The limitations of this study in regard to the partici-
pants involved and its duration must be acknowledged.
A limited number of nine participants, all originally from
Minas Gerais, Brazil, took part in the workshop, which is
a clear limitation in terms of study sampling. In addition,
the short duration of the workshop must be considered.
Further studies are thus necessary to validate our findings.

This experiment contributes to the academic field by
presenting an alternative, student-centred approach to
teaching methods for pattern-cutting. Based on this
workshop experience, we can suggest the method as a
first introduction to pattern-cutting for fashion design
students. As a disruptive introduction, the method
aims to challenge the broadly propagated paradigm in
fashion studies that pattern-cutting demands arduous
learning practice. Instead, it proposes pattern-cutting
as a relatable and surprising practice, in which the prac-
titioner’s mindset has plenty of room for creative and
personal expression. The openness made possible by
these aspects can inspire and expand the field of pat-
tern-cutting. Some of the forms found in the experimen-
tal pieces could serve as the basis for the creation of other
pieces, which allowed the participants to build their per-
sonal repertoires of processes and patterns, and create
their own learning journey in the field.

The students developed their creative processes on the
basis of personal experiences, which progressed from the
ideation phase to sewing. These processes invited critical
analysis and reflection beyond the construction of a
designed piece. From the point of view of teaching, it is
necessary for teachers to practice other forms of knowl-
edge-building that encompass analysis and reflection
together with students. In other words, it is valuable
that students find their own means to navigate the pro-
cess through constant questioning and problem-solving
decisions instead of strictly following instructions with
no room for experimentation. Other authors previously
introduced here (Almond & Power, 2018; Lindqvist,
2015; Rissanen, 2013) have suggested new paths to
enriching the learning of pattern-cutting in various
ways. Thus we cannot indicate one of these methods as
universal or comprehensive enough to serve all purposes.
Education should follow its contexts in each case and
increasingly incorporate the notion of collaboration
and shared processes for a fruitful learning experience.

Notes

1. Note on terminology: In this article we use ‘pattern-cut-
ting’ to refer to the field in a general sense, which
includes traditional and alternative modes of making
patterns for clothes. By creative pattern-cutting, as in
Hollingworth, 1996 and Almond, 2010, we mean differ-
ent methods in pattern-cutting that can, for instance,
combine two traditional methods in a new approach.
When we speak of experimental pattern-cutting we
refer to methods that explore essentially giving form
to three-dimensional wearable pieces via experimen-
tation that does not necessarily lead to a finalised
outcome.

2. Original transcripts in Portuguese. Translations can be
provided upon request.
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